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Abstract

Retinal degeneration culminating in

photoreceptor loss is the leading cause of

untreatable blindness in the developed world.

In this review, we consider how

photoreceptors might be replaced by

transplantation and how stem cells might be

optimised for use as donor cells in future

clinical strategies for retinal repair. We discuss

the current advances in human and animal

models of retinal cell transplantation,

focussing on stem cell and reproductive

cloning biology, in relation to the practical

issues of retinal transplantation surgery. Stem

and progenitor cells can be isolated from a

number of sources including embryonic

tissue, adult brain and even the retina,

prompting many researchers to investigate the

potential for using these cells to generate

photoreceptors for transplantation.

Nevertheless, several obstacles need to be

overcome before these techniques can be

applied in a clinical setting. Embryonic or

stem cells have so far shown little ability to

differentiate into retinal phenotypes when

transplanted into the adult retina. We have

recently noted, however, that donor cells

harvested much later, at the photoreceptor

precursor developmental stage, can be

transplanted successfully and restore visual

function. The current challenge is to

understand the developmental processes that

guide embryonic or adult stem cells towards

photoreceptor differentiation, so that large

numbers of these cells might be transplanted

at the optimal stage. Future advances in

reproductive cloning technology could lead to

the successful generation of stem cells from

adult somatic cells, thereby facilitating

auto-transplantation of genetically identical cells

in patients requiring photoreceptor replacement.
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Introduction

For most retinal diseases, the loss of retinal

neurons is generally regarded to be the

irreversible cause and endstage of blindness.

Any strategy to restore sight in these cases

would almost certainly require cell replacement

or transplantation. Although significant

developments have been made with electronic

implants over recent years,1 there will still need

to be an interface between electronic hardware

and biological tissues at some point along the

visual pathway. This will be highly complex.

Conversely, however, the synaptic reconnection

of transplanted embryonic neurons, or

following axonal regeneration along a

peripheral nerve graft, is an innate biological

property that requires little manipulation.

Although electronic devices are extremely

effective at converting the visual image into a

series of electrical impulses,1 the issue of

reconnection will be paramount for restoring

sight. This will almost certainly make a

cell-based approach far more feasible in

practical terms as a potential clinical

treatment.

Cell replacement by transplantation would be

relevant to age-related macular degeneration

(AMD), the single commonest cause of

blindness in the UK and which causes visual

impairment in about one quarter of a million

people.2 Although promising new treatments

for exudative AMD are being developed, such

as molecular inhibition of choroidal new

vessels,3 many patients will still suffer

progressive photoreceptor loss, as will those

with geographic atrophy. Replacement of the

diseased retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) can

also prevent loss of sight in some patients with

AMD,4 but this can be achieved by

transplantation of autologous tissue and RPE

cells do not require synaptic reconnection. For

RPE replacement, traditional transplantation

surgery rather than anything complex using

stem cells, may be all that would be necessary.

Despite these technical advances, however, one

over-riding principle remains unchallenged by
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any current treatment: the restoration of vision will

always be limited in the face of marked photoreceptor

loss.5 Similarly, while gene therapy is being successfully

developed for inherited retinal diseases, such as retinitis

pigmentosa and Leber’s congenital amaurosis, it is

unlikely to be effective once the affected cells (rods and

cones) have degenerated. Ultimately photoreceptor loss

represents the final and ‘irreversible’ end stage of

virtually all retinal diseases, with the exception of

glaucoma, which is focused on the ganglion cell.

Replacement of lost photoreceptors by cell

transplantation offers an alternative therapeutic

approach in the development of new treatments for

retinal disease.

Stem cells, with their capacity for proliferative

expansion and the potential to generate multiple cell

types, have been proposed as a potential source of cells

for neuronal transplantation. The isolation of these cells

and methods of transplantation will be discussed here. It

is worth noting that photoreceptor replacement is

considerably more straightforward than with virtually all

other neurons. This is because the photoreceptor is a

sensory neuron. It is connected in only one direction

(to the horizontal-bipolar cell ribbon) and does not

require complex dendritic synapses to generate afferent

inputs, because it responds to an external afferent

stimulus, light. Developing a stem cell approach for

photoreceptor transplantation may therefore present a

far more achievable goal than might be the case for

ganglion cell replacement, which would require

remodelling of complex afferent inputs within the retina,

reconnection over long distances to downstream targets

and complex navigation.6

In considering the potential of what would still be

highly complex biological treatment, it is often insightful

to start with the clinical scenario and look back towards

the most relevant areas of scientific advancement.

Although the distance between theory and practice is still

considerable, it may be possible at least to identify the

direction the scientific research should follow in order to

achieve the clinical goal. With regard to photoreceptor

transplantation, the problem can therefore be viewed

from two standpoints. First, how to generate appropriate

donor cells for transplantation (stepping forwards from

the current scientific domain). Ideally to avoid rejection,

these cells should be genetically identical to the recipient,

which might in theory be achieved either by cloning

photoreceptors from adult somatic cells, or by culturing,

and differentiating adult stem cell populations, each

derived from the patient (see below). Alternatively donor

cells from a laboratory stem cell line might be genetically

modified to become photoreceptors. Converting stem

cells into photoreceptors is a challenging area of basic

science that requires considerable expertise in cloning

and developmental biology. Second, one has to consider

the clinical scenario and the challenges presented by the

task of trying to reconnect these cells if they became

available (stepping backwards from the future clinical

domain). This includes the technical aspects of

transplanting cells into a degenerating retina,

reconnecting to the host retina and restoring visual

function. In this brief review we shall therefore examine

both ends of the problem, biological and surgical: first,

how to create photoreceptors and second, how to

transplant them.

Generating Photoreceptor Cells from Foetal Tissue

One potential source of donor photoreceptors would be

to harvest them from a foetal retina at the exact time

when these cells are born and about to form their

intrinsic connections. Foetal neurons appear better able

to survive transplantation surgery than adult neurons.7–9

Previous studies have shown that, before the formation

of synaptic connections, retinal ganglion cells can

regenerate after axotomy and navigate through the optic

chiasm.10 Similar studies in the spinal cord have

confirmed that developing neurons (during the growth

phase after terminal mitosis) have a high degree of

plasticity and are able to form reconnections after

injury.11,12 When transplanted onto the tectum, explants

of rodent foetal retinal tissue have demonstrated a

capacity to reconnect to targets in the mature central

nervous system (CNS) and restore the light pupil

constriction reflex.8 It would therefore seem logical to

assume that immature photoreceptors might also have

the capacity to reconnect to adult CNS structures, if these

cells could be transplanted in such a way that would

optimise their capacity for survival.

One strategy has been to transplant whole sheets of

foetal neural retina into the sub-retinal space. Early

experiments in rodent models demonstrated that

transplantation of whole retinal sheets, derived from

either embryonic or neonatal sources, results in the

survival and differentiation of the grafted tissue.13–15

Similarly, transplants of micro-aggregates from early

post-natal retina develop many of the characteristics of

retinal cells, including cells that express rhodopsin.16,17

However, in each case the transplanted cells identified

had integrated to a very limited extent and only rarely

made connections with the host tissue, although this may

have been the result of poor labelling of photoreceptor

processes before the development of fluorescent

transgenic mice for use as donors. Some studies have

described an improvement in visual function, although

this is generally attributed to enhanced survival of

endogenous photoreceptor via non-specific trophic

signals from the grafted tissue.16–18
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There are a number of potential explanations for why

the transplantation of whole sheets of foetal neural retina

has been largely unsuccessful. A full-thickness sheet of

foetal retina presents a physical challenge to

photoreceptor viability. First, the inner retinal neurons

are already born in the late developing retina and may

interfere with photoreceptors trying to reconnect to the

host inner nuclear layer. Second, it would result in a

‘double sandwich’ of retina. Placed in the subretinal

space, the transplanted tissue would separate the host

outer nuclear layer (ONL) from the host RPE and any

surviving host photoreceptors would most likely become

non-functional as a result. A further problem is that the

inner part of the transplanted tissue would be ganglion

cell and displaced amacrine cells. It is difficult to imagine

how these cells could reform functional connections with

host bipolar cells or outer nuclear cells of the surviving

host retina, although some evidence of synaptic

connectivity has been shown previously following retinal

slice transplantation in mice with early onset

photoreceptor degeneration.19 Ideally, a retinal sheet

transplant would need to have the inner retinal

components removed and a method has been described

of slicing live retina tangentially to obtain a sheet of

photoreceptors suitable for transplantation.20 This could

provide a large density of orientated photoreceptors

already arranged in a regular array and might be the

ideal method for photoreceptor replacement in cases

where the host ONL has degenerated completely.

Human experiments using subretinal electronic implants

have revealed that inner retinal components survive in

end-stage retinitis pigmentosa and patients retain a

retinotopic map if the retina can be stimulated

appropriately.1 It remains to be seen if transplanted

sheets of foetal photoreceptors could wire-up sufficiently

to replicate these effects.

Generating Photoreceptors from Stem Cells

An alternative strategy has been to examine the potential

of cell transplantation, the expectation being that

dissociated cells would be better able to migrate into and

integrate within the host neural retina, compared to a

transplanted slice of retinal tissue. Stem cells, with their

greater plasticity and migratory capacity have been

proposed as an ideal candidate donor cell. An embryonic

stem cell (ESC) is defined as a cell that can both renew

itself by repeated division and differentiate into any one

of the 200 or more adult cell types in the human body.

An ESC cell arises from the eight-cell stage morula

(Figure 1a). Outside of normal development, ESCs have

been differentiated in vitro into neural cell types and even

pigmented epithelium,21 although controlling their

differentiation has proven challenging. Several human

ESC lines exist and are supported by public research

funds. The use of ESCs has significant limitations,

including ethical issues, and a risk of teratoma formation,

but the chief problem is that we are still struggling to

understand the developmental cues that differentiate

ESCs into the specific adult cell types required for repair

of damaged tissues. Neural stem cells (NSCs) have also

been isolated from the adult mammalian (including

human) brain. NSCs are the self-renewing, multipotent

cells that generate the main phenotypes of the nervous

system. In 1992, Reynolds and Weiss22 were the first to

a b c d
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Figure 1 From stem cell to photoreceptor: transcription factors regulate development of the eye. (a) Embryonic stem cells are
harvested from the morulaFeach cell at this stage would have the potential to form a whole embryo. (b) Neurulation at the end of the
third week of human developmentFspecification of neural tube and neural crest progenitors. (c) At 5 weeks the primitive eye
structures including retinal progenitor cells have formed. (d) By 10 weeks the outer retinal cells are undergoing terminal mitosis to
differentiate into cones (and later rods). (e) Some of the transcription factors identified in relation to photoreceptor development and
their approximate equivalent expression profile in humans.
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isolate NSCs from the striatal tissue, including the

subventricular zone of adult mice brain tissue. Since

then, NSCs have been isolated from various areas of the

adult brain, including the eye. The discovery of a

population of stem cells with neurogenic potential in the

adult ciliary margin of the mouse and human eye,23,24

raises the intriguing possibility of auto-transplantation

that would avoid the problem of rejection and without

cloning (see below). Other stem cell populations relevant

to the eye are illustrated in Box 1.

A number of studies have investigated retinal

transplantation of various types of stem cells. While

neural stem cells transplanted into adult retina have

shown some evidence of being able to integrate into the

host retina, they have thus far failed to differentiate into

retinal phenotypes.25,26 Conversely, retinal-derived stem

cells differentiate into retinal phenotypes but appear to

lack the ability to migrate and integrate with the host

adult neural retina.27–30 Perhaps this is not so surprising;

the cues required to guide a stem cell down the multiple

developmental steps to becoming a fully differentiated

photoreceptor are numerous and complex (Figure 1) and

the adult retinal environment may be unable to provide

such cues. We re-examined this problem by assessing

whether or not retinal stem/progenitor cells from a range

of developmental ages could successfully regenerate

photoreceptors in mice. We discovered that

transplantation and subsequent restoration of visual

function is possible, but only when the donor cells are at

a specific stage of development: that is when they are

already committed to a photoreceptor fate (Figure 2).31

These findings define the optimal stage at which a

donor cell should be, to have the best chance of

successfully integrating within a recipient retina.

However, these findings will be hard to translate directly

to the clinic. An equivalent staged donor cell in the

human would have to come from a second trimester

foetus. Once again, the ethical, availability, and rejection

issues surrounding such a source prompt us to look for

alternatives. An attractive avenue of investigation is to

try and differentiate stem cells (adult, or potentially

embryonic, if ethical issues can be resolved) into

photoreceptors in vitro, before transplantation. It is likely

Box 1

Type of stem cell Location Function Differentiation capacity

Embryonic stem cell Eight-cell stage morula Formation of the embryo Totipotent (any adult cell
type)

Neural stem cell Subventricular zone of the
adult brain

Maintenance of the rostral
olfactory migratory stream

Olfactory neurons, myocytes,
other neuronal cells

Retinal stem cell Anterior uveal region of the
eye

Presumed to be of
evolutionary significance only

Primitive neuronal cells,
possibly photoreceptors

Haemopoetic stem cell Medullary cavity of the long
bones and vertebrae

Regeneration of circulating
blood cells

Blood cells, possibly other cell
typesa

Limbal stem cell Crypts located deep to the
corneal limbus

Regeneration of the corneal
epithelium

Corneal epithelial cells
(mesenchymal cells in vitro)

aPrevious experiments suggested that haemopoetic stem cells could differentiate into neuronal (Purkinje) cells, but these were subsequently shown to

arise by fusion of the stem cell with the existing adult cell to create a hybrid cell expressing both stem cell and adult cell markers.46,47

Figure 2 Integrated photoreceptor in the mouse retina 3 weeks
after transplantation.31 (a) The nucleus of the transplanted
photoreceptor was labelled with bromo-deoxyuridine given to
the newborn donor mouse 18 h before transplantation. The
donor mouse was a transgenic strain expressing green fluo-
rescent protein (GFP). (b) The morphology of the transplanted
cell can be seen by the cytoplasmic distribution of the GFP. Note
the developed synapse proximally (single arrow) and thin
cilium distally (double arrow). (c) The montage including a blue
nuclear stain shows the transplanted photoreceptor in the
correct orientation in the host ONL, with inner and outer
segments visible in the combined Nomarski image in (d).
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that a thorough understanding of photoreceptor

developmental biology will be key to the success of such

a strategy. Neuronal specification is guided by complex

interactions between intrinsic (genetic) programs and

extrinsic regulatory factors, and requires the precise

coordination between exit from the cell cycle and

differentiation.32–34 A transcription factor is a small

DNA-binding protein that acts as a genetic switch to

activate specific genes (Figure 3). In a developing cell, a

complex series of transcription factors sequentially

activates genes involved in development, thus defining

the adult cell type.35 A number of transcription factors

involved in the differentiation of photoreceptors have

been identified (Figure 1e), but more probably remain to

be discovered. Furthermore, we do not yet know how

precise the activation of transcription factors needs to be.

Do we need one or many switches? Generally,

transcription factors act in a cascade and it might be

possible to find a ‘master control’ gene that activates all

others required for a photoreceptor.

The Pax-6 gene encodes a transcription factor

controlling ocular development (and causes aniridia

when partially deficient in humans). This gene can

induce the generation of an entire eye when ectopically

expressed on the thorax of the fruit fly.36 An equivalent

photoreceptor ‘master control’ gene has not yet been

identified. In mammals, Chx10 is one of the earliest

markers in the presumptive neural retina of the

invaginating optic vesicle. Upon terminal division, its

expression is restricted to bipolar and a subpopulation of

Müller glial cells in the inner nuclear layer.37 Mutations

in both the human and mouse Chx10 genes leads to

microphthalmia.38 Chx10 activates the transcription

factor gene Crx, which in turn activates NeuroD and

neural retina leucine zipper (Nrl). Crx, NeuroD, Nrl, and

Nr2e3 are the main transcription factors known to be

involved in photoreceptor generation thus far. Crx and

NeuroD are expressed in photoreceptors of the

developing and mature retina, and are essential for

correct differentiation and maturation.39 Nrl is

exclusively expressed in rod photoreceptors and is

indispensable for their development and maintenance

(human NRL dominant mutations may cause rod–cone

dystrophies).40 In vitro studies indicate that Nr2e3 acts

synergistically with Nrl and represses the activation of

cone genes by Crx (Human NR2E3 recessive mutations

may cause enhanced S-cone syndrome).41,42 We do not

yet know how precise the timing of these transcription

factors needs to be, nor indeed whether certain steps can

be bypassed; for example, if expression of Nrl alone,

without prior expression of Chx10 or Crx, leads to the

generation of photoreceptors from stem cells in vitro. Iris

cells, when transduced in vitro with the transcription

factors Crx and Otx2 express rhodopsin,43,44 but does that

make them photoreceptor cells, or just iris cells that

express rhodopsin? Indeed, it is still unclear whether true

differentiation of photoreceptors can occur in vitro (which

is where a stem cell line would be differentiated) because

many of the required developmental cues arise outside the

cell in the complex milieu of the primitive eye cup.45

Generating Photoreceptors by Therapeutic Cloning

An attractive means of generating photoreceptors would

be to create them from cells already present in the

patient. If the photoreceptor were cloned from an adult

somatic cell, it would have an identical immune profile

and rejection after transplantation would be very

unlikely. Cloning, in the reproductive sense, is a

technology used to generate an animal with identical

nuclear DNA to another currently or previously existing

animal. Reproductive cloning is achieved by a process

known as somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT), in which

the DNA from an adult somatic cell is inserted into an

oocyte which has had its original chromosomal material

removed (Figure 4). The oocyte with its new DNA

payload is electrically stimulated and divides, generating

Nrl TATA BP RNA Pol-2

RNA

Rod-specific genesTATA

a

b

Figure 3 Schematic to illustrate the interaction of transcription
factors in photoreceptor development. (a) Nrl (neural leucine
zipper) is a folded protein that binds to a specific DNA
nucleotide sequence upstream of rod-related genes.40 TATA
binding protein is part of a family of general transcription factor
proteins that bind to regions of DNA rich in TA nucleotides
known as the TATA box. This is generally found 25 nucleotides
upstream of each gene and because T-A base pairing exerts less
force than G-C, the DNA in these regions can be separated more
easily. RNA Polymerase II (Pol 2) binds to the unpaired sense
strand of DNA to read off the RNA for each gene. (b) The
assembly of the transcription factors upstream of specific genes
therefore guides RNA polymerase II to specific regions of the
genome. Here Nrl recognises the DNA sequences upstream of
the rhodopsin gene. Transcription factors activate developmen-
tal genes that are vital for defining the adult cell type but also
have an important role in adult cell maintenance. Hence
mutations in Nrl (or Nr2e3) cause abnormalities of photoreceptor
development, in addition to rod–cone dystrophies.
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ESCs, which can be kept in vitro or implanted into a

uterus, applying similar techniques to in vitro

fertilisation. The cloning of Dolly the sheep (Figure 4f)

10 years ago represented a major breakthrough, because

it proved that the DNA extracted from an adult fully

differentiated cell (a mammary gland cell) could be

reprogrammed by the oocyte to give rise to any of the

different cell types within the sheep.48 Dolly could see

which, put simply, meant that DNA from a mammary

gland cell of the donor sheep had been reprogrammed to

become the DNA of a photoreceptor cell. Until that point,

it was widely believed that an adult somatic cell (or its

nucleus) once differentiated, could not revert back into a

stem cell. We now know that it is possible to create any

one of the 200 different cell types in the body by SCNT

and these cloned cells (or organs) would be ideal

(perfect) genetic matches for transplantation back into

the donor animal or patient.

It is of some academic interest to note that the clone is

only 99.7% genetically identical to the original SCNT

donor animal, because the mitochondria originate from

the fertilised ovum.49 This may be relevant for any future

therapeutic applications of SCNT in treating

mitochondrial disease, because cells cloned for

replacement of diseased cells would not contain the

mitochondrial DNA mutation of the affected patient, but

would otherwise be genetically identical. Adult somatic

cells harvested from patients with mitochondrial diseases,

such as Kearne’s Sayre syndrome or Leber’s hereditary

optic neuropathy, would most likely lose the defective

mitochondrial DNA during the cloning process.

Cloning of primates by SCNT has proven considerably

more challenging. To date there are no reports of

successful monkey (or human) cloning by using DNA

from an adult donor cell. Essentially primate oocytes

seem to be unable to reprogram adult DNA when fused

with primate somatic cell nuclei. The reasons for this are

not clear, but may lie in the complexity of epigenetic

mechanisms, such as DNA methylation and histone

acetylation.50 These DNA modifications regulate gene

expression in a similar way to X chromosome

inactivation, and it may be that the epigenetic changes in

adult primate DNA are simply too complex to be

reversed.51 In successfully cloned non-primate mammals,

however, factors released by the oocyte cytoplasm

appear to have remarkable control of somatic DNA,

either in restoring telomere length,52 or in

reprogramming of X-inactivation.53 Understanding the

mechanism whereby oocyte cytoplasm controls somatic

nuclear differentiation will almost certainly be the key to

successful cloning of adult primate cells for auto-

transplantation. This is currently problematic, but much

research is still ongoing at the next stage, which is to take

an embryonic dividing (stem) cell and differentiate it into

a photoreceptor.

Conclusion

It is likely that exploitation of stem cells will require a

deeper understanding of developmental biology and the

identification of key regulators in the photoreceptor

differentiation pathway. Stem cell-based therapies are

currently the subject of intense investigation and debate.

As a field we must be careful when identifying the prospects

that each type of cell might offer. Specifically, we must be

rigorous in our assessments of the outcomes of

transplantation experiments, including full identification of

the cell types generated and their impact on visual function.

The translation of stem cell biology into a clinical

treatment for photoreceptor transplantation might

therefore follow a hypothetical path across three

overlapping phases of research. Phase 1 would be to

Figure 4 Somatic cell nuclear transfer and cloning. (a) A
mature oocyte is arrested in metaphase II. The Barr body (arrow)
can be seen. (b) The nucleus (chromosomal DNA) of the oocyte
is gently extracted through a micro-pipette. (c) Adult mammary
gland cells are cultured in serum free media to arrest growth and
enter the G0 resting phase before being selected. (d) The
mammary gland cell is held in a micro-pipette (arrow), which
is advanced towards the original membrane defect of the
enucleated oocyte. (e) The mammary gland cell is injected into
the oocyte and can be seen just under the zona pellucida (arrow).
An electrical impulse subsequently causes nuclear fusion and
the oocyte cytoplasm reprograms the new adult DNA to initiate
development all over again. (f) Dolly the sheep was the first
mammal to be successfully cloned from an adult cell, which was
taken from the mammary gland of her genetically identical
mother. Photos copyright: Roslin Institute.
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extract DNA from an adult cell and clone it into an

oocyte by somatic cell nuclear transfer and stimulate the

cell to undergo mitosis and become an ESC. Phase 2

would be to expand and differentiate the stem cell in vitro

into millions of embryonic photoreceptor cells, possibly

using exogenously applied induction signals or

transcription factors. Phase 3 would be to develop the

surgical means whereby the embryonic photoreceptor

cells could be transplanted in such a way that would

allow their integration with host horizontal-bipolar cell

synapses and restoration of visual function. Our recent

observations suggest that the final step is achievable and

we await future developments in cloning and stem cell

biology with great interest.
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